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Project: A hardware filter for Ethernet packets

Abstract

In the real life, the need for filtering the data that flows through the network is very 
important. Filtering the data, virtually breaks the network in two parts: a secured part 
and a public part.
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I. How Ethernet works

The comments on this page apply equally for 10BASE-T and 100BASE-T (the 
later being 10 times faster).

1.1. IEEE 802.3

The 10/100BASE-T interface is described in the IEEE 802.3 standard.
The standard is freely available on the  IEEE 802.3 Standards Association 
page  (http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/802.3.html).  If  you  want  a  copy, 
select  the  latest  standard  "IEEE  802.3-2002".  Relevant  chapters  include 
chapter 3 (MAC frame structure) and 14 (10BASE-T).

1.2. RJ-45 connectors

10/100BASE-T uses RJ-45 8 pins connectors.

Out of the 8 pins, only 4 are used:

1. TD + (transmit data +)
2. TD - (transmit data -)
3. RD + (receive data +)
4. not used
5. not used
6. RD - (receive data -)
7. not used
8. not used

One pair of pins is used for transmission (TD+/TD-) and one for reception 
(RD+/RD-).

1.3. Differential signal

Each  pair  uses  a  differential  electric  signal  (differential  signals  are  more 
immune to external interferences). Also, each wire pair is twisted in the cable, 

http://standards.ieee.org/getieee802/802.3.html


which further improves the immunity.

1.4. Packet encoding

To send data  on  Ethernet,  you cannot  just  send it  like  that;  you have to 
encapsulate it into an Ethernet packet. The packet contains an header with 
the information necessary for the data to reach its destination.

The Ethernet is based on the idea of a shared medium - if a station sends a 
packet,  everybody  on  the  line  receives  it.  Each  Ethernet  NIC  (network 
interface  card)  has an  unique ID (the "MAC address"),  so each card  can 
automatically discard packets meant for another station. The MAC address is 
6 bytes long (48 bits).

1.5. Half-Duplex versus Full-Duplex

Ethernet was originally built  using a truly shared medium (a single coaxial 
cable  connected  to  several  stations).  The  same cable  was  used for  both 
transmission and reception. So of course, you could not transmit and receive 
at the same time. Communication was half-duplex.

Half-duplex uses a protocol called "CSMA/CD" (Carrier Sense Multiple Access 
with Collision Detection):

In half-duplex:

• Before transmitting, each station has to listen to make sure the line is 
free ("Carrier Sense"). 

• Still, it is possible that two stations transmit just at the same time. So a 
complex  protocol  has  to  exist  to  abort  ("Collision  Detection")  and 
resume transmission later. 

10/100BASE-T uses "unshielded twisted pair" (UTP) cables to replace coaxial 
cables. UTP cables allow full-duplex because they contain separate wire pairs 
for transmission and reception.

Full-duplex communication is better:

• You get twice the bandwidth.
• Each station has a dedicated medium and can start transmitting at any 

time without complication (CSMA/CD doesn't apply anymore).

1.6. Hubs and Switches

10/100BASE-T  is  a  "star-topology"  network.  It  requires  the  use  of  a 
concentrator appliance to connect multiple computers together.

There are two types of concentrator available: "hub" and "switching hub" (also 



called “switch”).

• A hub is a simple electronic device that provides electrical separation 
between  each  link  but  still  connects  them "logically"  together.  That 
forces the communication to be half-duplex. Worse: at any given time, 
only  one computer can speak.  So the network bandwidth is  shared 
among all the computers. 

• A switch (or "switching-hub") is a more complicated electronic device 
that isolates each computer link both electrically and logically. It does 
that by storing internally each transmitted data before re-transmitting it. 
So  each  computer  can  speak  whenever  he  wants:  that  allows  full-
duplex  communication.  Even  better:  each  computer  has  a  full  link 
bandwidth  for  himself.  And  since  the  medium  is  not  shared,  each 
station  receives  only  the  packets  intended  to  itself  (privacy  is 
improved). 

In  summary,  for  10BASE-T  networks  (multiply  the  numbers  by  10  for 
100BASE-T):

• Hub-ed: half-duplex on each link, with 10Mbps shared among all the 
computers. Slow... 

• Switch-ed: full-duplex on each link, with 20Mbps (10Mbps each way) 
dedicated for each computer. Fast!

2. 10BASE-T FPGA interface



3. 10BASE-T FPGA interface – Sending packets

3.1. Manchester encoding

A 10BASE-T network works at 10Mbps (10 megabits per seconds).

But 10BASE-T requires the bits to be "Manchester encoded". That requires 
doubling of the number of bits:

• A logical '0' is sent as a high bit followed by a low bit;
• A logical '1' is sent as a low bit followed by a high bit. 

So the 10Mbps network actually  requires a 20Mbps stream of bits  on the 
wires.

3.2. FPGA clock

Simplicity  would dictate  that  we use a 10MHz clock and we generate the 
20Mbps Manchester bitstream by 'xoring' the clock with the output data bits.

That  may work.  But  we are  gating  the  clock.  That's  not  recommended in 
FPGA designs. In this particular case, that would degrade the 20Mbps signal 
quality because each bit transition would have glitches (the data output never 
exactly coincide with the clock).

This is handled by the Ethernet Transmitter module which receives a byte of 
data, and has a flag to start sending that data, and announces(End Sending) 
when  it  has  finished  to  send  that  byte.  It  sets  the  TxD-  and  TxD+  pins 
accordingly.

module EthernetTransmitter(clk20, StartSending, data_in, EndSending, 
Ethernet_TDp, Ethernet_TDm);
input clk20; // 20MHz clock
input[7:0] data_in; // RS-232 input
input StartSending;
output EndSending, Ethernet_TDp, Ethernet_TDm;  // Ethernet 10BASE-T 
outputs
wire StartSending;

reg SendingPacket;
reg [3:0] ShiftCount;
reg [7:0] ShiftData; 

reg EndSending, Ethernet_TDp, Ethernet_TDm;

initial
begin
            EndSending <= 0;
            Ethernet_TDp <= 0;
            Ethernet_TDm <= 0;
            SendingPacket <= 0;
            ShiftData <= 0;



end

always @(posedge clk20) 
begin
//if we received the start signal we memorize the data coming in 
ShiftData
SendingPacket
    if (StartSending) 
             begin
                         EndSending <= 0;
                SendingPacket <= 1; 
                         ShiftCount     <= 0;
                         ShiftData = data_in; 
             end
             
//if we are at the end of the byte we set EndSending
             if (ShiftCount == 14)
             begin
                          SendingPacket <= 0;
                          EndSending <= 1;
    end
end

//we  shift  the  data  only  if  ShiftCount  is  even  to  handle 
manchestester encoding
always @(posedge clk20) 
    ShiftCount <= SendingPacket ? ShiftCount + 1 : 15;

always @(posedge clk20) 
    if(ShiftCount[0]) 
                ShiftData <= {1'b0, ShiftData[7:1]};

......

//now we finally do the manchester encoding
reg qo, qoe; 
always @(posedge clk20) 
begin
    qo <= SendingPacket ? ~ShiftData[0] ^ ShiftCount[0] : 1;
 
    qoe <= SendingPacket | LinkPulse | (idlecount < 6);
end

//we set the pins
always @(posedge clk20) 
    Ethernet_TDp <= qoe ?  qo : 0;
 
always @(posedge clk20) 
    Ethernet_TDm <= qoe ? ~qo : 0;

endmodule

3.3. Keeping the link alive

Even if no packets are sent on a 10BASE-T cable, a pulse has to be sent 
periodically (called the "Normal Link Pulse" or "NLP"). It is used to keep the 
connection "alive". A pulse needs to be sent every 16ms or so.



The NLP can also be replaced by a "Fast Link Pulse" (FLP) burst, during a 
process  called  "auto-negotiation".  The  FLP  carries  information  about  the 
capabilities of the sender, so that the hardware at both end of a cable can 
negotiate the link parameters, like the speed and the half/full duplex status.

//we count how much time it is isnce the last time we sent a packet
reg [17:0] LinkPulseCount; 
always @(posedge clk20) 
   LinkPulseCount <= SendingPacket ? 0 : LinkPulseCount + 1;

//if 13ms passed, then we generate NLP
reg LinkPulse; 
always @(posedge clk20) 
   LinkPulse <= &LinkPulseCount[17:1];

4. 10BASE-T FPGA interface – Receiving packets

A 10BASE-T receiver consists of the following:

1. A differential receiver circuit;
2. A clock extraction circuit;
3. A  preamble  synchronizer,  de-serializer  and  Ethernet  checksum 

checker (easily done in the FPGA).

4.1. Differential input

We receive a differential (2 wires) signal from RD+/RD-. The signal is usually 
coupled  magnetically  (using  a  little  transformer),  and  then  converted  to  a 
common-mode signal (1 wire plus ground) using an integrated comparator or 
a couple of transistors.

The schematic of the circuit is:



The 2K resistor on the collector of the second transistor is higher than the 
value on the first transistor (1K) to help getting a 50% duty cycle ratio signal 
on the output. Otherwise, the signal at the output is not square.

4.2. Clock extraction

The  data  in  common-mode  is  still  Manchester  encoded.  The  Manchester 
encoding scheme works in such a way that a transition is always created in 
the middle of a logical bit:

• A logical '0' is sent as a high (50ns) followed by a low (50ns) (failing 
edge);

• A logical '1' is sent as a low (50ns) followed by a high (50ns) (rising 
edge).

That means that a transition may also appear in between 2 bits (if the same 
logical bit is sent twice consecutively).

There are three basic ways to do the clock extraction:

1. Oversample the encoded signal using a much faster clock, and extract 
the bits using regular FPGA logic (edge detector plus state machine);

2. Use  a  phase  locked  loop  (PLL)  with  a  modified  phase-comparator 
circuit to re-generate the clock used at the transmitter;

3. Use a fixed delay non-retriggerable monostable whose duration is 1.5 
encoded bit (75ns for 10BASE-T). The monostable is triggered by the 
middle-bit transitions and ignores the bit-spacing transitions.

4.3. Oversampling the signal

That's the "brute force" method. The advantage is that the complete decoding 



is done in the FPGA. The inconvenient is that you need a high frequency 
clock.

//this  is  done  by  the  EthernetReceiver  module,  which 
handles incomming manchester encoded bits and groups them 
into bytes, and also signals the end of a Ethernet Pachet
module EthernetReceiver(clk48, manchester_data_in, 
new_byte, data_out, end_Pachet);
.......
endmodule

4.3.1. Bits extraction

We use a 48MHz sampling frequency.

Doing the Manchester decoding takes 3 steps:

1. Sample and synchronize the data coming in;
2. Detect the edges and start a counter. The trick is that the counter is 

made  so  that  it  ignores  any  subsequent  edge  until  it  rolls-over  (to 
detect only Manchester middle-bit transitions);

3. Once an edge is detected, the next bit is available 3 counts away (at 
48MHz, the period is about 21ns, so three counts are 63ns, right in the 
middle of the next bit). We move each bit into an 8-bits shift register.

//Manchester decoding
always @(posedge clk48) 
            in_data <= {in_data[1:0], manchester_data_in};
 
//we start when we have 2 manchester bites different
always @(posedge clk48) 
            if ((|cnt) || (in_data[2] ^ in_data[1])) cnt <= cnt + 1;
 
//this is our byte of data
reg [7:0] data;
 
reg new_bit_avail;
//if cnt==3 we have a new true bit and it’s in the middle of the 3 
manchester bits sampled
always @(posedge clk48) 
            new_bit_avail <= (cnt == 3);
always @(posedge clk48) 
            if (cnt == 3)
                        data <= {in_data[1], data[7:1]};

4.3.2. Preamble/SFD synchronization

To allow byte synchronization,  the  Ethernet  frame starts  with  this  8  bytes 
sequence:

55 55 55 55 55 55 55 D5



In binary, 0x55 is 01010101, while 0xD5 is 11010101. Also Ethernet specifies 
that the less seminificative byte (LSB) is sent first (for example 0xD5 is sent 
as 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1). So we receive an alternate pattern of 1's and 0's, and 
as soon as we detect 2 consecutives 1's, we know that the real data is coming 
next.

//sync1 handles the beginning of an Ehernet frame the syncronization 
part
reg [4:0] sync1;
 
always @(posedge clk48)
if (end_of_Ethernet_frame)
  sync1 <= 0; 
else 
if (new_bit_avail) 
begin
  if(!(data==8'h55 || data==8'hAA)) 
    sync1 <= 0;
  else
  if (~&sync1) 
    sync1 <= sync1 + 1;
end

//sync2 handles the data part of the Ethernet frame
reg [9:0] sync2;
always @(posedge clk48)
            if (end_of_Ethernet_frame)
                        sync2 <= 0;
            else 
            if (new_bit_avail) 
            begin
                        // here we are in the data part of the frame
                        if(|sync2)
                        sync2 <= sync2 + 1;
                        else
                        //else we wait for the SFD signal
                                    if((&sync1) && (data == 8'hD5)) 
                                    sync2 <= sync2 + 1;
            end
 
//a new byte is received when 8 divides sync2
wire new_byte = new_bit_avail & (~(|sync2[2:0])) & (|sync2[9:3]); 
always @(posedge clk48)
begin
            if (new_byte)
                         data_out <= data;
 
            end_Pachet <= end_of_Ethernet_frame;
end

4.3.3. End of frame

If no clock transition is detected for some time, that's the end of the Ethernet 
frame.

//end_of_Ethernet_frame occurs when there is no more transitions for 
a while



reg [2:0] transition_timeout;
always @(posedge clk48) 
            if(in_data[2] ^ in_data[1]) 
                        transition_timeout <= 0;
            else 
                        if(~&cnt) 
                                    transition_timeout <= 
transition_timeout + 1;
always @(posedge clk48)
            end_of_Ethernet_frame <= &transition_timeout;

4.3.4. Wrapping it up

A standalone application would require checking the CRC (present at the end 
of the Ethernet packet) for bad transmission errors.

//new_byte signals there is a new byte receivedm data_in
//end_Pachet signals the Ethernet frame is over
//StartSending is set if the sender’s mac is correct
//Sending indicates if the Transmitter is sending data… to wait for 
the transmitter to send it’s current data
//data_out is the data the transmitter should send
module MacController(clk, new_byte, end_Pachet, data_in, 
StartSending, Sending, data_out);

input clk, new_byte, end_Pachet, Sending;
input[7:0] data_in;
output StartSending;
output[7:0] data_out;

//we count the bytes coming in to see where the sender’s mac starts
reg[6:0] cnt;
initial
begin
            cnt <= 0;
end

always @(posedge end_Pachet)
            cnt <= 0;
always @(posedge clk)
            if (new_byte)
                        cnt <= cnt + 1;

//after 7 bytes the sender’s mac starts
wire source_mac_begin = cnt == 7;
wire source_mac_end = cnt == 13;

//which we save
reg [47:0] source_mac;
reg in_source_mac;
reg received_mac;
always @(posedge clk)
begin
            if (source_mac_begin) 
                        in_source_mac <= 1;
            //daca suntem in secventa mac
   if (in_source_mac && new_byte)
                                                  source_mac <= 
{data_in, source_mac[43:8]};



            if (source_mac_end)
                        begin
                                    in_source_mac <= 0;            
                                    received_mac <= 
1;                                                  
                        end
end

//now we check if this mac is valid by looking at the macs found in 
the ram
//if it finds it it will set the StartSending byte, if sfarsit is set 
then this is no
//valid mac
ram_mac list_mac(.clk(clk), .start(source_mac_end), .write(0), 
.data_in(source_mac), .gasit(StartSending), .sfarsit(sfarsit));

//we start to send data from the queue byte by byte if we found the 
mac and the transmiter is ready
wire get_data = StartSending & ~Sending;

wire rdempty = 0;
//here we store the bytes in a queue and also send them
fifo myfifo(.clk(clk), .data_in(data_in), .data_out(data_out), 
.reset(), .write(new_byte), .read(get_data), .clear(), .full(), 
.empty(rdempty));

endmodule
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